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antique and the unusual?
S A YO U NG G I RL, I learned that
not all engagements came with a ring.
From the unconventional watch my
father used to propose marriage to my
mother to my own rocky romances – the
too many rings I fell in love with and the
too few men that could commit to a lasting bond, this is the story of my life from
age 5 to 50, as told through the jewelry
that I inherited, purchased for myself,
and received (or didn’t receive) as gifts. Each chapter reveals a gem
that brings forth an intimate memory — my mom’s post-divorce
transformation from Jackie O pearls to donning love beads to my
grandmother’s dime-store fantasy gems and the sparkle of promising new relationships and the meltdowns of many breakups.
Then when my mother unexpectedly passed away, my life was
forever changed. I not only lost my best friend, but also a big part of
myself — the woman who taught me how to love, overcome obstacles
and how to accessorize. In My Charmed Life, I connect my past and
present by linking the jewelry in my life, conjuring up lost keepsakes
and fiery moments — until I realize that the brightest gems are the
ones you give yourself, and find freedom I never thought possible.

CHAPTER 18: VINTAGE GEMS

When I returned from visiting my grandmother, I thought about my
new dilemma, which was twofold: how to wear my antique jewelry
without looking like an antique and how to get guys from my decade
to look at me. It seemed I was becoming too old for a relationship
with men who were oh, like, around, my age. They had begun to view
me as vintage, not in the same way as a fine wine or fast car but more
like a dried prune or broken-down Chevy. I was double-obsessing:
Did my grandmother’s once-chic heirlooms make me look like an
older woman born in her era rather than a modern purveyor of all
things classically chic? Did my contemporary male counterparts
want a more hip version (read: much younger model)? Had I myself
become retro?
This all came on like a perimenopausal hot flash one day while
I was multitasking — flipping through fashion magazines, writing
an article on buying estate jewelry and perusing profiles on Match.

com. The publications and Match suggested that during the years I
was off seeing Paolo — who liked the way my forehead crinkled and
my 19th-century necklace graced my neck — dating appropriate
men and wearing jewelry that would not date me had become a new
skill I would have to master.
I had not been on Match.com since writing the dating article
for More magazine five years earlier. I thought I had learned the
secret language of the online dating world and that the article had
made me a pro — not so much at landing the guy or closing the deal
on a wedding ring, but at least at getting me out there to meet and
maybe discover some new possibilities. In my research of the covert
codes of cyber mating, I had found a few things worthy of sharing:
The men whose profiles say they shop at Home Depot usually have
wives who have sent them there; “love doing cultural things” translated into seeing any film with Seth Rogan in it; “dry and acerbic”
usually means depressed and on Zoloft. And most important, if you
talk more than 10 minutes or email more than twice, your expectations would be raised so much that meeting Colin Firth would be a
disappointment. We’ve all discovered that athletic means chubby
and that open to a relationship means they are good for a hookup.
Although I sussed much of this out within the first few weeks of
reading profiles for the article years before, I did rack up dates with
many nice men who all seemed to blend into the Mr. Maybe or Mr.
Not-at-All categories.
Once I had ended it with Paolo and found my romance with Bill
to be as exciting as shopping for batteries, I signed back on to Match.
com for what Debra, my therapist, and AJ both advised should be an
adjunct to my dating life. I wasn’t aware that I had a dating life to add
to, but let’s not get finicky about small details. I rolled my eyes, made
horsey snorting sounds and generally pooh-poohed the entire idea.
But AJ pulled his “You have to be in it to win it” line on me again, and
my therapist channeled my grandmother and said something to the
effect of, “It can’t hurt. Give it a try. It only takes one.”
I pondered my other problem: Was I wearing the appropriate
jewelry at this stage in my life? I did not want to look like I was trying to emulate my niece or to come off looking like I was ready for
the retirement home. I gave advice on these topics of jewelry and relationships; yet how to meet the right man was still a mystery to me,
and it was messing with my confidence in my personal style.
I’d been known to give up pieces of clothing earlier than neces-
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sary so as not to look as if I were trying too hard. Even though my
legs are perhaps my best feature, I gave up miniskirts in my 30s.
When they came back into style a couple of years ago, I enjoyed the
irony of friends raising their hemlines while lifting their foreheads.
Jewelry seemed to have a longer life span, although once I entered my 40s, I gracefully retired my toe ring. Next went my ankle
bracelet, although I might have been a tad hasty as my ankles were
the only part of my body that hadn’t started to droop, drop, sink or
sag. Every now and then I get a little wistful for the diamond heart
that used to dangle from a chain and seductively graze the top of
my foot, much in the way I think back to when I had a first date who
looked longingly at me.
No matter how many sitting or standing crunches I did, I could
no longer pull off my delicate belly chain without looking like an aging Las Vegas stripper.
Instead, I opted for double drop earrings or slightly longer pendant earrings to detract from the crow’s-feet around my eyes, as
these were much more forgiving than a pair of larger hoop earrings
that emphasized rather than camouflaged the dreaded droop of the
lobes. At one time or another in my 40s, each and every one of my
body parts seemed to want to fall down. I was trying to rev myself
up to log back on for the possibility of love, and while renewing my
subscription to Match, I tried to remember some other important
tidbits, such as why some men think that shirtless is a good look for
their profile picture.
AJ, who was divorced eight years earlier and doing online dating
too, told me to stop procrastinating and overthinking it and upload a
few new photos from “this year.”
Yes. I had done this before. I recalled that every man’s profile I
had scrolled through while writing the article had read something to
the effect of: Please have a recent photo in which I can see your face
and your entire body. Why not have a few close-ups and full-lengths,
preferably not in black and-white or grainy sepia tones. Perhaps you
might like to take a new one today and upload it. If you Photoshop
and I can tell, you will not hear from me. OK, I exaggerate a bit. I understood their need to know what women looked like currently, and
that is exactly what I would give them: an up-to-date, unretouched
photo. However, I would not smile, as that would show laugh lines,
now called nasolabial folds.
Once all was uploaded, I asked for a new photo back (“fair is
fair”), sans baseball cap. I got tough and also wrote: I understand
this means your hairline is receding or has receded, but please note

sertive role and not wait for emails to find me, but to surf the site,
something I hadn’t really done the first time around because I had
received an onslaught of emails the first week and ongoing messages
for the next. But that was five years ago. I was older. There had been
nothing in my in-box in six days.
My metabolism had gone on a prolonged strike, and I upped
my gym schedule from four to six days a week, doubling cardio and
weight workouts, and wearing a heart rate/fat/calorie-burning
monitor to find that my two-hour, back-to-back sessions had burned
exactly 248 calories when I should have been burning at least 700. I
found that maintaining toned abs and glutes turned into a second
full-time job; I took it on so that I could feel just a wee bit comfortable while taking off my clothes in dim lights in front of a new man,
but then I was smacked in the head with the realization that I could
not for the life of me get even a “wink” from a new man.
This is just one of the challenges about growing older alone —
the person you meet now (if you are lucky enough to actually meet
someone) will not retain the vision of you all toned and taut and
smooth, because he has never seen you like that. This will be the
first time he is seeing you, and first impressions, God help me, do
last. So, while I was horrified to think about all of this, what freaked
me out more was that I finally started to receive emails — from men
who were older than my stepfather (67), guys who looked like Truman Capote and those who wrote, I have a full life, four adult kids,
and am now semiretired and have moved to the Midwest to write a
screenplay.
Where were the guys in my designated demographic, age span
of 46 to 58, single, divorced, widowed, kids, pets, living in San Diego or Sweden? I honestly thought that I was keeping my options
open, that these qualifications were quite reasonable, and for a
47-year-old woman, I was flexible much in the same way I was able
to switch from yellow to pink to white gold or platinum from colored gemstones to diamonds as long as the particular style was either sophisticated or playful and suited my personality. Yet much to
my chagrin, AJ had identified the problem: I was not turning up in
these men’s searches.
“Why?” I asked. Hadn’t I allowed for a wide range of men?
“Guys our age are looking for younger,” he said quickly, trying to
deliver just the information and move on.
“Duh,” I said. “I live in this century.” As far as jewelry, if it’s over
a certain age, one of a kind, retained as much as possible in its original condition, it’s considered more valuable. Not so in the case of

Where were the guys in my demographic?
... I was flexible in much the same way I was
able to switch to pink gold.”
that your favorite team hat will only emphasize that you are trying to hide this fact. Would Ed Harris do that? And please, I do not
need to see a photo album of shots from your life, including your
high school graduation leading up until today. If you must, put that
on Facebook. It will not have the desired effect of getting me so
confused I think you still might be the guy at your 10-year reunion
rather than your 30th. Please do not be wearing snorkeling gear or
ski masks. Write instead that you like outdoor sports. After I wrote
this but did not post it, I decided to take more of a participatory, as-
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the way my “ideal man” viewed me. Sometime in the past five years
I had become simply older, and there were more current models to
be found. Although I consider myself a realist, I continue to be consistently hopeful when it comes to romance and still believe that if
I do everything right, it will all work out and I will find a guy to love
me, natural flaws and all. But I am also wise to the fact that men facing their mortality look for women who are still solid, with everything high and round, because this will inevitably lead to these guys
feeling like they will be able to woo women forever no matter what
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shape they themselves are in.
“You’ve got it wrong,” one of my guy friends who was also my exdoctor and my age told me. “It’s more simplistic. Younger women
look better.” He then made me a “flowchart” of female and male maturity crossing and said something about my liking older boys when
I was in high school (which I didn’t), which gives men every right
and biological imperative to go for girls half my age now. It put the
clichéd expiration date in an entirely new perspective when he said,
“Basically, you look great now, but you are on borrowed time.”
Saying this to a woman of a certain age is one thing; saying it to a
woman, once your patient, and a slight hypochondriac, is quite another story. I began to hyperventilate over lunch, to which he was
treating me to celebrate my birthday. I shrugged him off as a good diagnostician and rethought the whole friendship-with-an-ex-doctor
thing.
I remained steadfast in my belief that if a man my age or thereabouts met a woman my age whom he found attractive, funny, independent, he might consider her a prospect to at least meet and have
coffee with. I tried to compare it to how I admired the qualities of
an art deco bracelet with its unexpected details and hidden nuances
and the value that age brings to the piece just as I thought I could
bring value to a relationship — in man speak, like a goddamn vintage
Ferrari. So why couldn’t they see it?
AJ came to my rescue and tried to curtail my rant and get me
back into cyberspace. “Lie!” he said. “You look much younger than
you are. You are attractive and in great shape. Do what every other
woman and man on the site does and take five or six years off your
age!”
Had I wanted to do that, I would have gone to Demi Moore’s doctor and dispensed with the drama of dishonesty and instead gone
out with younger guys. I actually did this the first time around and
wasn’t very good at it.
Dan was 36 to my 42. By the third date, he wanted to have sex
and thought it strange that I still was not ready. I might have been
game, but I wanted to take it slowly because he was good-looking,
tall, funny, smart and single, leading me to be skeptical about what
he saw in me. I wanted a meaningful relationship, and he was six
years my junior. I threw caution to the wind on our fourth date, had
sex and found it to be the worst experience I’d ever had — one that
would not get better with time, although I tried to believe it could;
but with age comes wisdom. There was no way that during our one
night, his acting like an airplane coming in for a landing was going
to do it for me. I’d overcome a fear of flying. Propeller sounds would
never be titillating. So the next day, I said, “I think with our age difference, it’s probably best to be friends,” with a straight face and
more guilt for having made up a cockamamie excuse, exactly what I
had never wanted done to me.
“But wait. You were worried I didn’t like you, and now you acted
just like a guy. You basically humped and dumped me.”
I tried a 24-year-old on a number of friends’ recommendations.
“It’s fun!” He was gorgeous and I had absolutely nothing in common
with him. So for our date, I suggested bowling and then asked if he

Being 47 instead
of 48 seemed so
reasonable.”
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might like a hot chocolate afterward. Mrs. Robinson, I was not.
Back to this dating round. I told AJ I was not falsely advertising.
“But Beth, you were 41, twice.” It was true I had been one year
younger for several years now, but it was such a blip that no one except AJ and Sammie noticed — not even my brothers.
Being 47 instead of 48 seemed so reasonable that even I had forgotten.
“But won’t it be more appealing if a guy finds me to look better
than my years rather than to question them?” I asked. “Sure, but
that would be if they were willing to meet you.” Logic was not fitting
into this equation; yet I still was in no way writing that I was 42. I
was taking a stand for all the alfalfa-sprout-eating women with personal trainers and rock-hard stomachs and legs like Madonna that
were being left out of the “search” because of a number.
After another week, I found that younger guys were contacting
me again. I began scanning profiles of the guys my age more carefully and found that my “ideal matches” thought they were being
subtle in their approach to advertising for younger women.
Most thought they were clever while trying to get their point
across in their profiles. At the top of one it read Age: 45. Looking for
women between the ages of 18 and 35. Then there was some hooey
about a love of moonlit walks on the beach and a desire for a woman
who looked good in everything from jeans and a t-shirt to a little
black dress, the dissertation on the Current Photo and then way at
the very bottom of About Me — I am really 58, not 45, hahaha, LOL,
but I wanted to make sure to get into the search of the 18- to 35-yearold woman I want to date.
I stared at the computer. AJ came over. I showed him. “It gives
him a wider audience,” AJ said.
“Hello ... The guy is basically saying he won’t date anyone in his
age group and, moreover, he really thinks that an 18-year-old might
look at him even though he’s 58? Do you do this?” I asked.
“No. But I’m divorced, have kids and like women our/ your age.”
He wrapped his arm around my neck in a playful stranglehold.
“Why again, didn’t we marry when we were 30?”
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“Because I married someone else.”
“Sure, story of my life.”
“Shut up. We became best friends because you felt ‘too comfortable’ dating me, remember?”
“Yes, and you shut up.” I scrolled through more men.
“Oh look — he’s not bad. An architect. Tall, self-deprecating.
Loves It Happened One Night. Two young daughters, talks so
sweetly about them. Women between the ages of 30 to 48.” OK. I
would just make the cutoff. Then it appeared, farther down in About
Me: I am 50 but I look much younger and am in better shape than
anyone 50. I run the marathon. I eat healthy. I don’t look 50.
“You do too,” I said, starting to talk to the computer screen. “But
maybe if you hadn’t written it three times, I wouldn’t have thought
about it.” I logged off.
And then I went out with two 30-somethings, perhaps for spite,
but more so because they’d set up a date with me, and I also feared
reverse age discrimination.
These guys seemed to like that my biological clock no longer
woke me in the middle of the night and that I was independent and
outgoing. Plus they didn’t know I was playing beat the clock with
gravity, but only because I kept my clothes on.
Then, just like when you begin seeing someone new and your ex
comes back, I started to go out with the younger men and the “ideal
group” started to contact me. I set up a few dates with guys 49, 53
and 51, respectively.
In deciding what to wear, I pulled out a couple of brooches from
around the 1930s, and, to give them an updated but still-elegant
look, I scattered them on the shoulder of a sweater, offering a flirtatious air. I fastened one to the side of my hip on a little black dress,
offering a dash of whimsy.
Then, feeling a bit bohemian, I threw on a ’70s-style long magnifying glass pendant and then hoped I didn’t look like a 70-year-old
leftover hippie.
I tried to have a little fun with one 53-year-old guy who was full
of himself as well as full-bodied and asked why his profile gave an age
range of 27 to 38. He said he liked the way he could still amaze them.
I get this part, but then I asked, “Do you want to have more kids?” He
had two in college and one who had just started law school.
He said, “Of course not.”
“Do you think these women might?” I asked ever so nonchalantly.
It hit him after being online for six months. “Oh, so that’s why
they aren’t answering me?” I could think of a few other reasons but
didn’t say them.
I had a few more clunkers. My favorite was a guy who must have
reevaluated asking me for coffee and a chat when at 49, his desired
range was 21 to 33. He called to tell me that he emailed too soon. “I’m
really not ready to date yet. So I just called to let you know I won’t be
calling you.”
“So, what’s the problem?” AJ asked. “You’ve complained since
high school that men don’t call when they say they will.”
“What kind of lunatic calls to tell you they’re not ready to date
yet?”
There was also the guy who sat on his cell phone, trading all
through dinner, and then when the couple sitting beside us struck
up a conversation with me, he said I wasn’t paying enough attention
to him. Then he got angry when I wouldn’t go home with him. “We
would’ve been great together, babe,” he said as I leaped into oncoming traffic to hail down a cab.
“You can’t blame a guy for trying,” AJ noted.
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My neck was my
favorite part
to bejewel.”
In the midst of all this madness, I noticed it was no longer winter, and I started to wear my favorite jewelry for warm weather: a
bunch of fun mixed-up bangles climbing up my wrist. It seemed no
matter how many days you worked out at the gym, something inexplicable happened to your triceps in winter. My chisel instructor
handed me 10-pound weights, which I could hardly hold, much less
lift over my head. I opted for the 7.5s and got to work. He tried to
pinch and couldn’t grasp anything. Phew. When I go sleeveless, the
only part of my arms I want jangling are the piles of bracelets accessorizing them.
Then I went to my dermatologist for a rash caused by a sensitivity to a new product I was using. While prescribing a topical cortisone cream, he asked quite frankly if I wanted to have a little Botox
while he gently pulled the middle of my neck.
I asked for a mirror immediately. Although I refused to have him
jab my jugular with botulism, I’d obviously missed obsessing over a
body part. Unlike Nora Ephron, I had up until that moment not “felt
bad about my neck.” About my glutes, my abs, my eyes and my forehead, yes, but in my lighting at home, my neck was still graceful and
swanlike; but then I saw it had turned into chicken skin before properly baked. This has been my favorite area to bejewel with pendants
and necklaces, layered, long, short, vintage and new. Oh, what the
heck. I logged off Match and launched back into my life.
I’d always wondered what was wrong with me as a default, I
suppose because I could never fix the guy or the relationship and it
would be easier if all I had to fix was me. Now I was finding there
really was something wrong, or at least askew. The irony of getting
healthier mentally and ready for a real relationship is not only finding out that it gets harder to meet the opposite sex when you are
older, but discovering that you have to now compete with someone
quite similar to your less-together self, women like you were 20
years ago. And the truth is, I am happier about me now, although the
situation truly stinks.
I keep my heart open because there might be someone out there
who appreciates the rare qualities I find in antique jewelry — the
character as well as the inherent beauty of the inclusions and flaws
found in gems that get more interesting and alluring over time.
I’ve noticed that modern jewelers are taking their cue from this
concept and are reviving ancient elements. They opt for artfully
shaped baroque pearls instead of perfectly formed ones and rough
cut diamonds with personality and life and some natural nicks and
scratches.
A good friend and designer, Todd Reed, 36, adorable, straight,
brilliant and a pioneer in launching elegantly raw diamonds into the
fine jewelry business, asked me to be in a promotion for him in Town
& Country as his favorite client, with my photo and a short interview.
He said it was because I was “beautiful, passionate, make connections with people and ‘get it’” and that I am “seriously sexy.”
God bless young guys who create ageless jewelry. And having my
picture full-blown in T&C beat uploading it on Match.com any day.
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